Study on the intermolecular interaction of C60 and simulations on the orientational properties of C60 in crystals.
We developed the new intermolecular interaction model of C(60) with the quantitative accuracy for the molecular orientational properties in crystals. The energy difference (DeltaE) and the activation barrier (E(barrier)) between the two stable orientations (P and H orientations) in crystals are in the values of +14.7 and +260 meV in our model, respectively; these values are in fairly good agreement with the experimental values (DeltaE approximately +11 meV, E(barrier)=+235-+290 meV in experiments). The relaxation calculation for C(60) crystals using our model revealed that there is the reversal of the stable orientations between the P and H orientations under the high H-orientation occupancy (p(H)) in crystals, when p(H)>0.83, DeltaE<0. From the molecular dynamics calculations for C(60) crystals using our model, it is found that the phase transition is induced at T(C)=200-260 K, which is consistent with the experimental value of 260 K. Immediately below T(C), we found a great variety of molecular rotational jumps involving that between the P and H orientations every about 10(-9) s due to the thermal activation. In the high temperature phase (>T(C)), all molecules rotate irregularly like in Brownian motion involving the rotational "slumber" for approximately 10(-12)-10(-11) s.